Dream of romance, flowers and space
and
Radio E-volution
present

Youth Transmiter - Meet the Locals

EVS INFOPACK

Summary:
The year of 2018 began with the presidency of Bulgaria of the EU. Even though the average
Bulgarian citizen is becoming more "European", there are still people, including young
people, especially in the more remote areas, for which Europe and the EU are largely
imaginary and abstract concepts. With this project, we want to bring the two concepts closer
to the people who live in villages and small towns through elementary activities and events to
provoke their attention. In particular, games and outdoor activities with young people using
non-formal education methods and film / movie evenings / outdoors / or in the local
community center /for which we have a preliminary screening permission/. Already our
organization has carried out a similar voluntary project in 2013 - Youth Traveling Cinema.
On the other hand, as a youth web media we would like to show a piece from the lives of
these people, no matter the age to Europe /volunteers, young people, users of our web site/.
For this purpose, we will create a separate section "Meet the Locals" on the site /media
www.e-volutionradio.com, where we will publish individual video and audio materials that
will be subtitled in English. In this way, we will also popularize what we have achieved in
previous projects related to Radio E-volution, and we will also promote our Youtube channel,
which is currently being developed. As the project is of a similar nature and requires it, at the
beginning, volunteers will be trained to work with software for editing and installing video
and audio materials by a professional in the field.
The project has intercultural and ethnographic character. In this connection, a weekly radio
broadcast will be launched on Radio E-volution, which will deal with the cultural differences
of the people of Europe, their folklore, ethnographic traits. The aim, besides diversifying the
air of our radio, is that young volunteers will have a stronger touch with the diversity of
Europe's population and will be more open and tolerant in the future. Learn about others and
develop a sense of belonging - Different but together. This moment of the project will be
mainly affected during the colder months – winter and the difficulties associated with travel.
One of the activities in which the participants will be involved with the launching of their
voluntary service is helping to organize and conduct the already popular and with national
dimension Youth Summer Music Festival – Summer Story, which takes place in the mountain
near Sliven: https : //e-volutionradio.com/liatnasluchka/
The project involves three participants from Program Countries and will be developed
between 01/07/2018 and 30/06/2019.

PROJECT INFORMATION:
Project Number: Still not
Project Duration: 1 year
Contacting person: Rosen Rusev
Mobile: 00359 884 165 663
email: blyanrck@gmail.com
All the travel costs to the place of implementation of the project are covered by the
ERASMUS + according to the distance calculator:
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/education_culture/tools/distance_en.htm
Individual support is 4,00 € per volunteer per day also on a single rate /about 230 lv per
month/
Bulgarian language courses – 150 € per person – 60 hours
Money for food is 200 lv per person per month
Money for SIM card – 10 lv per person per month
Accommodation will be in a shared flat in the city center or nearby /all the expenses: water,
electricity, internet are covered by the organizational support money/. If the flat is not in the
city center we will provide cards for public transport!
Insurance for the volunteers will be made by the sending organization, according to the rules
of the ERASMUS + program and it will cover all the medical care in the hosting country.
Main tasks of the volunteers will be:
- taking part in all the training organized by the Bulgarian National Agency /implementing
Erasmus+ program/ and the receiving organization;
- working with local people from Sliven and remote areas with non formal education
methodology;
- preparing weekly movie nights in Sliven and the region;
- recording and editing video and audio materials with the local people /no age limit/;
- keeping and updating the web page and the YouTube channel with edited interviews and
video materials from the local community /subtitled/
- making field and web surveys to different topics that we can use in the radio and social
theater;
- preparing weekly radio show on ethnographic themes;
- writing articles about the activities and/or by interests and filling a project dairy;
- making photos and presenting their cultures;
- sharing and promoting the project among the other volunteers and the local community
- support the organization while preparing summer festival in the mountains in the middle of
July https://e-volutionradio.com/liatnasluchka/
Something additional:
The volunteers will be provided with mentor support from a very kind and responsible girl.
She can help them in the integration, to give advices for visiting interesting places in the
country, also to solve different complicated situations between the volunteers and between the
volunteers and the hosting organizaton, showing the most important places in the city, daily
staff. It is good be known that she is not on 24 hours well paid job.

According to the rules of ERASMUS + program the
volunteers will work not more that six hours a day and will
have two free days a week. They can take 30 free days for
all the project and will be asked to make a plan in the
beginning about that.
The volunteers will have to stay and participate in all the
project /1 year/
LINKS:
Web page: https://e-volutionradio.com/
Facebook group of the radio: https://www.facebook.com/groups/547674195390335/
Mixcloud profile: https://www.mixcloud.com/RadioEvolution/
YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3fkuIcC2NTwSQzTiOHVTQA/videos?view_as=subscr
iber
The place of the EVS:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sliven
Bulgaria:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGVR71
QcndM
The last video is made by EVS volunteers in
Bulgaria. One of them was in our organization.
It is important – Bulgaria is a bit different than
the other EU countries – both in a positive and
negative way. Not to have some
dissapointments and different expectations.
The volunteers can do really good work here
and have a lot of fun, but if they focus on the bad sides might be not satisfied.
DREAM OF ROMANCE FLOWERS AND SPACE TEAM
SEE YOU SOON :)

